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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

I reviewed with interest the article dealing with cementless short stem subsidence. The 

series is retrospective with a short term follow up but the lessons and recommendations 

are relevant. Actually, the discussion only takes into account the insertion of short stems 

without collar and for the reader it would have been judicious to make a bibliographical 

analysis of the articles comparing short stems with or without collar. This is in my 

opinion the weak point of this article and I would like this discussion to be considered in 

the final redaction.   Disclosure chart must be provided 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a retrospective analysis of a short femoral stem over a 2 year period. the authors 

wished to establish if there were specific risk factors associated with stem subsidence 

which may be different to traditional stems. Overall they found that lateral stem contact 

was protective of significant subsidence. The methodology involved 2 observers 

comparing postop and 2 year radiographs. The measurement methodology seemed 

appropriate and the interobserver reliability was satisfactory however I have some 

issues with this: 1 there is no comment on the lateral radiograph. What was the fill in the 

AP direction? Was there ant ant or post contact with the stem? could this influence stem 

subsidence? 2 there is no comment on restoration of offset. Presumably the only way to 

increase offset with this component is to accentuate the varus and increase the lateral 

contact, likewise to establish reduced offset means placing the stem in valgus thus 

reducing lat contact. Comments on this are required. 3 With lateral contact you might 

expect to see lateral cortical thickening (reaction), was this seen? Comment is required. 4 

Even with interobserver conformity I would like to see the error included for each 

measurement. 0.5mm (the mean subsidence) is a small amount to measure on plain 

radiographs   The authors suggest that subsidence is a major problem in uncemented 

stems and in this study show 12 stems (4%) with subsidence >3mm with none requiring 

revision at 2 years for loosening, so shouldn't the conclusion be that subsidence is not a 

major issue even with >3mm and no lateral cortical contact?  The English is OK but 

there are several small errors that need addressing. 

 


